Moosechaser
Dawning
In 2008, songwriters Antony DiGennaro and Blanton Ross
set out to warp old Country/Western/Folk music into
Experimental 20th Century Classical/Free Jazz,
resulting in the 2010 debut release
“Songs for a Sinister Woman”.
Donato Lamont
tracks down the notorious minds
to investigate the origins of

TEARS OF THE
MOOSECHASER

It is a long drive out of

Los Angeles to meet with
the songwriters behind
Tears of the Moosechaser.

Out in the rolling hills I began to
wonder if I have missed the exit where
I’m to turn and began looking for the
old windmill passed the lake. When
I do find the place, I find Antony
DiGennaro and Blanton Ross out on
the front porch of one of the houses in
the spanish style hacienda playing old
folk tunes and casually trading swigs
of bourbon.
Their interactions suggest
having known each other for a long
time and the story they weave of
their creative process paints the
project less a band and more an ethos
stemming from the steady sparring
of their approaches to the medium.
DiGennaro is a precise and controled
instrumentalist taking charge of
arrangements and notation. Blanton
is an avid music technologist using
computers and interactivity for most
of his composition and has a more
anything goes approach.
The duo’s first collaborations
began to brew at a California Institute
of the Arts vending machine in 2004.
Born of insomnia and an unholy
mutual appreciation of Dunkin Stix
strange experimental improvisations

began to creep through out the
dorms and vacant hallways of Calarts
at 3:40 most mornings.
“We were both working on
our own things, both up all night,
it was only natural that we end up
jamming together. I had the fortune
of having a roommate that was
never around so we spent a lot of
time recording sound experiments
in my dorm room and working on

projects together, Second year we
decided to be roomates and I landed
a scholarship job as a Technical
Assistant with the keys to some of
the best recording spaces in the
school, and that led to a bundle of
interesting output.” Ross says of
those early days.
As with most things
Moosechaser, it was an organic path
that led to the team to embarking

on a project to shape the face of
Commercial music with a rusty
knife. The blend of roots, Blanton’s
Texas farmland and Antony’s
encounters with wildlife in the
mountains of Connecticut, left the
two conceptualizing a music that
fit the common interests of being
surrounded by nature, hiking,
camping, sacredness of landscape
and wilderness, the romance of the

ocean, solitude, and hard living along
with the contribution of CalArt’s
world of contemporary classical
music and noise improvisation,
led them to borrow from a slew of
genres from Industrial to Bluegrass,
and settle on an Idea of Avant Guard
Country Music
culminating in
the release of the
full length debut
album “Songs for
a Sinister Woman”
DiGenarro wrote
much of the music
and left Ross to
the lyrics. The
development
process took
years, songs being
added here and
there, maintaining the idea that there
should be an overall concept woven
through out.
Because of the time spent
working on the project, “Songs for
a Sinister Woman” serves as an
autobiographical blending of two
minds coupled, of course, with the
fictional account of a man seeking
revenge for wrongs in his past.
Big changes in lifestyle, huge
breaks of time and distance between
recordings and rewrites delayed the
creative process, but the adventure
caused the album to take shape in

its own particular way. Though the
album is violent it retains a character
of longing for something deeper
woven through out, a need for
reconciliation, the anger is wounded,
the actions are human, not infallible
by any means.
The early scene
is set with
DiGenarro
living in a
hilltop shack of a
commune called
the Rainbow
House, which
Ross had once
lived in before
graduating
and moving
into the main
body of LA.
The two, who were currently in an
experimental metal group called Tin
Horn Justice began recording ideas
for the folk project to come. Hints of
“Cardsharps” were the first recorded
in a small apartment in Los Feliz
over whiskey and spliffs. Inspired
by lighting in the art of Carravagio,
the verses fell like single frames or a
collection of paintings, vivid images,
atmospheres well felt but lyrically
hard to express. The complexity of
the timing also played a part in the
length of brewing. At the time the
two were passing around Kerouack’s

“On the Road” and miscellaneous
Bukowski poetry books, “Man in a
Shack” came very naturally out of
mutual emulation of the life style of
self destruction, freedom and the
fondness for nature. Other songs like
“The Fool” followed with an angry
tainting using theatrical undertones
out of the sinister women who remain
unspoken of.
Ross was working in a
Vaudeville theatre in Glendale, it was
fall and moving into christmas, which
meant it was Nutcracker season “I had
one earbud run up under my work
clothes cycling the songs over and over
sneaking away to scribble thoughts in
a book I was keeping at the time.” says
Ross. out of the anger of sacrificing
dreams for a check to be wasted on
rent “A Lonesome Fog” was born. “I
wrote that song, left most of my my
music stuff with Antony deserted the
rest of my belongings back in Texas
and hopped on a plane for Europe”
Blanton speaks of this time as the fuck
it moment.
DiGenarro finishing his last
year of school, continued living in
the shack feeding off its quixotic
energy isolated from the main
house of college students and other
bohemians. Between other work he
spent time writing, recording, and
then rerecording darker versions of the
music to propell the direction the duo

would eventually take, And thus the
writing process continued via email.
It was during this time that “On
the Hunt”, “The Sea at Last”, and
“Lost Amongst the Whales” came.
The instrumental tracks were the
soundtrack to Blanton’s travels but
the emotions were literally worlds
apart. But a common theme arose
from drinking, madness, drugs,
adventure and most of all from
escape from troubles.
The trek through Europe
brought a certain ideal of breaking
free from the mundane realities of
day in day out same old same old.
It also brought with it a whole new
love of vagabonding, life on the
road, one night stands, love affairs
with ghosts, struggles with having
no home, self reliance, reliance
on strangers, an unhealthy dose
of Rimbaud, a tribute to freedom,
and moving on from the chains of
unhealthy love. Ross wrote the first
verse of Budapest on the mandolin
he was traveling with on that place
of the songs namesake. Other verses
followed in the narrow corridors of
Venice and the parks of Berlin. The
loose threads of that song wouldn’t
be braided together until after Ross
returned back to America and
attached the final coda as a tribute to
Walt Whitman’s “Song of the Open
Road”

Final tracks were being
added as 2008 was coming to
its halfway mark. It was time to
finish something almost a year
old and so Ross returned to the
US for the summer, working on
his fathers farm in Texas for three
months regaining some semblance
of an income before returning to
California.
So the Duo was reunited
with both living at the rainbow
house, Antony in the Shack and
Blanton in a Winnebago on the
other side of the property. At this
time the core band was formed for
the recording of the first official
draft of “Songs for a Sinister
Woman” The lineup included David
Tranchina on bass with whom Ross
had shared an apartment in the
days before his travels and because
of their ties to Tin Horn Justice,
Chris Stewart on violin and vocals
(Mother Funk Yas) and James
Barry on cello (Hurt Model) were
the next logical additions to the
band.
Once most of the material
had been first drafted, new
emotions surfaced some of the
songs became deeper slower, and
more thought out, others became
faster and more violent. The rerecordings happened through
months in different locations, A

small wooden shack in val verde,
the large stone front room of steal
sculptor Johnny Newman’s house
out in the mojave
re recordings followed as life began
the cyclical time changes and
evolutions, new in an old place.
Summer ended work returned as
though time had never stopped
and then Ross took an opportunity
to help film a short in the UK in
December of 2008 and commenced
to remain in a dilapidated mansion
on Green Street in London for 5
months. Antony brought out an old
short tune of his which they called
“Hazy Bee Honeysuckle” The lyrics
detail the brevity of a relationship
with a foreigner, love was born with
an expiration date… “I ended up
marrying her, guess that made me
the one ‘wearing that old wedding
dress around and singing songs of
sand and whisky.” Says Blanton.
It was Summer of 2009
when Ross returned once again to
California to live with DiGennaro
in Fraizure Park and finish off
recording the album once and for
all. All vocals were re-tracked
the regular players were called
in for overdubs in a room in the
mountains of Frazier Park. The
additions to the group of Daniel
Corral on accordion (The Dime
Museum) and Ulrich Krieger on

bass clarinet (Lou Reed, Text
of Light), along with a guest
appearance of Paul Fuller on
Banjo(American Primitive) made
for a cohesive and thickened
sound beside the layering of
Guitars. Many of the original
recordings were retained the
different environments adding to
the character of each song. At the
end the group reworked an old
country song Blanton had written
and recorded with just a harmonica
and a guitar on the album, and so
“We’re Really All Crazy” finalized
the album with hope for tomorrow.
Ross and Digennaro mixed the
album and Ross returned to Spain
until Christmas. Returning to Los
Angeles and contacting animator
Dave Quion to do album art.
Scheduling rehearsals. Printing
the CDs and performing their live
debut show and CD release party
on 8-19 2010 at The Steve Allen
Theatre. The group soon added
left handed guitarist Gabe Deutsch
from the (The Cameltones) for
guitar, he quickly switched to the
banjitar to complete the live sound.
The 8 piece ensemble has
since set out to carve their their
way through Southern California
performing at numerous Los
Angeles venues and participating
in several festivals, preferring

outdoor environments like “Clean
Air Clear Stars” at Pappy and
Harriets Pioneer Palace, and “Dung
Mummy’s Nomadic Transmissions”
at Jawbone Canyon. Though closely
tied to the new Los Angeles Folk
Western Renaissance through local
contemporaries Spindrift, Rt and
the 44s, Tommy Santee Klaws, and
Dustbowl Revival, Moosechaser
remains largely outsider music,
Uncompromising, independent and
skillful, known for bombarding their
audience with with walls of free
improvisation noise before diving
into tender melodies or sculpted
rhythmic poundings. Independence
remains the hallmark of the group.
Both DiGennaro and Ross maintain
their own side projects as do most
of the collective. The Power of
Tears of the Moosechaser arrises
from the meeting of minds, careful
consideration of the music first and
foremost .
“We never set out to win a
popu larity contest, we set out to
make a worthwhile legacy. So we
take our time, because we want it
to be stewed just right. These things
shouldn’t be rushed and because we
can do it ourselves we don’t have to.”
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